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This comprehensive Spanish-French PONS dictionary offers more than 130,000 head words, phrases and translations from Spanish to French and French to Spanish. The continuous content of our words by trained lexicographers guarantees a dictionary of the highest quality. Carefully edited by experts, our content takes into account
everyday language, specialized language and regional use of words. All users can supplement the dictionary with their notes. With its well structured articles covering a wide range of subject areas, this comprehensive online dictionary is ideal for use in schools and at work. Please email your comments and suggestions for our Spanish-
French dictionary to info-französisch@pons.com. Get a quick, free translation! First, choose From and To. Then bring in up to 160 characters each time, up to 2,000 per day, and click on Translate. Choose from corps-informed dictionaries for English learners at all levels. They are ideal for those preparing for the English Exams in
Cambridge and IELTS. The English Dictionary includes the Cambridge Dictionary of Advanced Learning, the Cambridge Dictionary of Academic Content and the Cambridge Dictionary of Business English. The Cambridge Student Dictionary is ideal for intermediate students. WordReference Anglo-French Dictionary © 2020:Principales
traductions Spanish nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. incalculable (language of Spain, Mexico, etc.) (langue)espagnol nmnom masculin: s'utilise avec les articles le, l' (devant une voyelle ou un h muet), un. Ex : Garson - nm zgt; on dira le garson ou un garson. Many students in the U.S. learn Spanish in high school. Ox Etac
Unis, la Plupart de Eleves apprennent l'espagnol au lyc'e. Spanish adjudic: Describes a noun or protation - for example, a tall girl, an interesting book, a big house. (or from Spain) espagnol adjadjectif: modifie un nom. Il est g'n'ralement plac's apre le nom et s'accorde avec le nom (e.g. un ballon bleu, une balle bleue). En g'eral, seule la
forme au masculin singulier est donn'e. Pour the former le feminine, on ajoute e (e.g.: small zgt; small) and pour the former le pluriel, on ajoute s (e.g. petit zgt; petits). Pour les shapes qui sont irr'gouli'res au f'minin, celles-ci sont donn'es (e.g., irr'golier, irr'gouli're qgt; irr'gulier - forme masculine, irr'gouli're - forme f'minine) d'Espagne loc se
place normalement apre le nom et reste identique auuri plelEx : Ballon de football, de ballons de football Les plages espagnoles sont g'n'ralement propres. Les plages d'Espagne sont g'n'ralement propres. Spanish adjudtative: Describes a noun or protity - for example, a tall girl, book, big house. (or in the (word, vocabulary,...) Spanish
adjutant: changing the name. It is usually placed after the name and corresponds to the name (e.g. blue ball, blue ball). In general, only a special male uniform is given. To form a feminine, we add e (e: small zgt; small) and to form a plural, we add s (e.g. small zgt; small). For forms that are irregular to female, they are given (e.g., irregular,
irregular zgt; irregular - male, irregular - female form) (course, teacher) Spanish language adjectivale adjlocution: a group of words that serve as an adjective. Usually places after the name and remains identical pluralEx: football, football Spanish verbs can be quite difficult.  Spanish verbs are sometimes difficult. Spanish nplural noun: The
noun is always used in multiple forms - for example, jeans, scissors. (the people of Spain) Spanish plural men nmplnom: used with an article defined by les. nmpl - plural name for male, nfpl - plural name for female Spaniards impressed me with its hospitality and generosity.  The Spaniards impressed me with their hospitality and
generosity.   Important oversight? Report an error or offer an improvement. Additional translations of the Spanish adjudtive: Describes a noun or prominence - for example, a tall girl, an interesting book, a big house. (in style from Spain) Spanish adjudative: changes the name. It is usually placed after the name and corresponds to the
name (e.g. blue ball, blue ball). In general, only a special male uniform is given. To form a feminine, we add e (e: small zgt; small) and to form a plural, we add s (e.g. small zgt; small). For forms that are irregular in female, they are given (e.g., irregular, irregular zgt; irregular - male, irregular - female form) One of his favorite guitars was
Spanish guitar.  Spanish guitar was one of his favorites. Spanish adjudic: Describes a noun or protation - for example, a tall girl, an interesting book, a big house. U.S., unofficial (Hispanics: Hispanic) Hispanic adada: changes the name. It is usually placed after the name and corresponds to the name (e.g. blue ball, blue ball). In general,
only a special male uniform is given. To form a feminine, we add e (e: small zgt; small) and to form a plural, we add s (e.g. small zgt; small). For forms that are irregular to female, they are given (e.g. irregular, irregular zgt; irregular - male, irregular - female) Is it Spanish? Yes, he's from El Salvador.  Does he speak Spanish? Yes, he's from
El Salvador. Important oversight? Report an error or offer an improvement. WordReference Anglo-French Dictionary © 2020: Forms consist of golden thistle, Spanish oyster thistle nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (flowering plant native to Europe) thistle Spain male nmnom: used with articles le, l (before vowel or mute h),
one. In the photo: boy - nm zgt; we say boy or boy.   Spanish male nm chipped: used with articles le, l (before vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: boy - nm zgt; we say boy or boy. Judeo-Spanish adjudtative: Describes a noun or prominence - for example, a tall girl, an interesting book, a big house. Judeo-Spanish adjective: changes the
name. It is usually placed after the name and corresponds to the name (e.g. blue ball, blue ball). In general, only a special male uniform is given. To form a feminine, we add e (e: small zgt; small) and to form a plural, we add s (e.g. small zgt; small). For forms that are irregular for female, they are given (e.g. irregular, irregular zgt; irregular
- male, irregular - female form) Mexican Spanish nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (Spanish, as they say in Mexico) Spanish male nmnom: used with articles le, l (before the vow). In the photo: boy - nm zgt; we say boy or boy.   Mexican male nm: used with articles a, l (before a vowel or mute h), a. In the photo: boy - nm zgt;
we say boy or boy.  Mexican Spanish sometimes includes ancient words used by the indigenous peoples of the region.  Mexican Spanish sometimes includes ancient words used by the indigenous peoples of the region. Spanish American nnoun: Refers to a person, place, thing, quality, etc. (person of Hispanic origin) Hispanic-American,
Spanish-American nm, NF Spanish American nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (person of Spanish origin) Hispanic-American, Hispanic Nm, nf Spanish American nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (face of Spanish-American country) , place, thing, quality, etc. , Spain) Invincible Armada nf own female name:
refers to the place, man,... and agrees with the woman. Ex: The Hague, Italy, Elizabeth II Spanish Civil War nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. historical (war of the 1930s) Spanish civil war n ownf ownnom female: refers to the place, man,... and agrees with the woman. Ex: In Italy, Elizabeth II Spanish War NF own female
name: refers to the place, man,... and agrees with the woman. For example: The Hague, Italy, Elizabeth II Spanish fly nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (aphrodisiac derived from beetles) (insect) cantharidine female nfnom: used with articles la, l (before vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: the girl - we'll say a girl or a girl.
With the female name the adjective agrees. As a rule, we will say a little girl to the adjective.   Spanish female nfnom fly: used with la objects, l (before vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: the girl - we'll say a girl or a girl. With the female name the adjective agrees. As a rule, we will say a little girl to the adjective. Spanish Inquisition nnoun:
Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (history) (history) (History) Spanish Inquisition female nfnom: used with articles la, l (before vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: the girl - we'll say a girl or a girl. With the female name the adjective agrees. As a rule, we will say a little girl to the adjective. Spanish moss nnoun: Refers to man, place,
thing, quality, etc. USA (plant that grows on trees) (plant) Spanish foam female nfnom: used with elements of la, l (before vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: the girl - we'll say a girl or a girl. With the female name the adjective agrees. As a rule, we will say a little girl to the adjective.   female nfnom tillandsie: used with articles la, l (before
vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: the girl - we'll say a girl or a girl. With the female name the adjective agrees. As a rule, we will say a little girl to the adjective. Spanish onion nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (root vegetable) (yellow or white) Spanish onion male nmnom: used with articles le, l (before vowel or mute h),
one. In the photo: boy - nm zgt; we say boy or boy. Spanish rice nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (rice and tomato dish) rice Spanish male nmnom: used with articles le, l (before vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: boy - nm zgt; we say boy or boy.  There are probably as many kinds of Spanish rice as there are cooks.
 There are certainly as many kinds of Spanish rice as there are chefs. Spanish Sahara, Overseas Province of the Spanish Sahara nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. (formerly the name of Western Sahara) (History)Sahara Spanish man nmnom: used with articles the, l' (before vowels or mute h), one. In the photo: boy - nm
zgt; we say boy or boy. Hispanic, Hispanic adyad: Describes a noun or prominence - for example, a tall girl, an interesting book, a big house. (having Spanish as a native language)Spanish adjudative: changes the name. It is usually placed after the name and corresponds to the name (e.g. blue ball, blue ball). In general, only a special
male uniform is given. To form a feminine, we add e (e: small zgt; small) and to form a plural, we add s (e.g. small zgt; small). For forms that are irregular to female, they are given (e.g. irregular, irregular qgt; irregular - male, irregular - female form) Mexico is a Hispanic country. The population of Argentina is predominantly Hispanic.
 Mexico is a Spanish-speaking country. The vast majority of Argentina's population speaks Spanish. Spanish Tickler nnoun: Refers to man, place, thing, quality, etc. historical (torture tool) (figure, torture) female nfnom cat paw: used with articles la, l (before vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: the girl - we'll say a girl or a girl. With the
female name the adjective agrees. As a rule, we will say a little girl to the adjective.   (figure, torture)Spanish man nm tickling: used with articles the, l (before vowel or mute h), one. In the photo: boy - nm zgt; we say boy or boy.   Important oversight? Report an error or offer an improvement. Improving. spanish to french dictionary
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